Instructor Biographies [1]

Calvin Anderson [2]
Calvin Anderson is the Director of Financial and Reporting Systems at the University of Colorado, Office of University Controller.

Geoff Barsch [3]
Geoff Barsch is the Senior Associate Vice President & Chief Business Officer at the University of Colorado.

Jennifer Bosma [4]
Jennifer Bosma is a Systems Analyst and Project Manager in the Technologies Unit in Employee Services at the University of Colorado.

Greg Brown [5]
Greg Brown is the Fiscal Compliance Analyst in the Campus Controller’s Office at the University of Colorado Boulder.

Jean Bushong [6]
Jean Bushong is a Senior Manager with Clifton Larson Allen.

Debbie Chapman [7]
Debbie Chapman is Senior Audit Manager - Investigations in the Internal Audit Department at the University of Colorado.

Bill Chase [8]
Bill Chase is Project Manager at the University of Massachusetts President’s Office.

Guy Chavez [9]
Guy Chavez is the Assistant Director of Grants IT Services at University Information Services, University of Colorado.

Justin Church [10]
Justin Church is the Area Accounting Supervisor in the Campus Controller’s Office at the University of Colorado Boulder.

Anita Wright Collins [11]
Anita Wright Collins is Change Management Lead at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Ryan Day
Ryan Day is a Grants Senior System Analyst for University Information Services at the University of Colorado.

Jim Dillon
Jim Dillon is the Director of IT Audit Services in the Internal Audit Department at the University of Colorado.

Patty Durbin
Patty Durbin is an Audit Manager in the Internal Audit Department at the University of Colorado.

Michael Edwards
Michael Edwards is the Motion & Graphic Designer at the University of Colorado, Office of University Controller.

Desmond Grant
Desmond Grant is Assistant Director of ECS (Enterprise Cloud Services) Infrastructure in the University of Colorado System office of University Information Services (UIS).

Melinda Hamilton
Melinda Hamilton is a Sponsored Projects Accountant in the Controller’s Office at the University of Colorado Colorado Springs.

Emily Hawkins
Emily Hawkins is the Help Desk Training Consultant at the University of Colorado, Office of University Controller.

Carrie Howard
Carrie Howard is the Director of Finance and Administration for the Graduate School at the University of Colorado Boulder.

Jake Huolihan
Jake Huolihan is a Senior Associate at CliftonLarsonAllen LLP.

Karen Ichiba
Karen Ichiba is the Fundraising Events & Gift Compliance Specialist in the Office of University Controller at the University of Colorado.
Kathy Illian

Kathy Illian is the Director of Finance & Administration in the School of Medicine Department of Neurology at the Anschutz Medical Campus.

Tracy Jennings

Tracy Jennings is a Senior Instructor in the Management and Entrepreneurship Division at the University of Colorado-Boulder.

Kyla Jones

Kyla Jones is the Controller at Regis University.

Lexie Kelly

Alexis (Lexie) Kelly is the Assistant Treasurer in the Treasurer’s Office at the University of Colorado.

Sarju Khadka

Sarju Khadka is the Manager of Reporting Systems at the University of Colorado, Office of University Controller.

Cindy Kraft

Cindy Kraft is Project Manager in the University of Colorado System office of University Information Services (UIS).

Robert Kuehler

Robert Kuehler is the Associate Vice President and University Controller at the University of Colorado.

Jori Leszczynski

Jori Leszczynski is the Director of the Office of Laboratory Animal Resources and University Veterinarian at the University of Colorado Denver.

Bob Loosley

Bob Loosley is the Director of Tax at the University of Colorado, Office of University Controller.

Bonnie Love

Bonnie Love is an Audit Senior in the Internal Audit Department at the University of Colorado.

Jeff Lutterman
Jeff Lutterman is Senior IT Audit Manager in the Internal Audit Department at the University of Colorado.

Leila McCamey [33]

Leila McCamey is the Deputy Controller and Director-Sponsored Projects Accounting in the Campus Controller’s Office (CCO) at the University of Colorado Boulder.

Kristine McNamara [34]

Kristine McNamara is the Director of Accounting Services at the University of Colorado, Office of University Controller.

Kristina Mendez [35]

Kristina Mendez is the Training Program Manager at the University of Colorado, Office of University Controller.

Eric Miller [36]

Eric Miller is a Senior Associate with CliftonLarsonAllen.

Tamara Moore [37]

Tamara Moore is the Founding CEO of Relevel, LLC.

Karen O’Dell [38]

Karen O’Dell is Director of Internal Audit Services in the Internal Audit Department at the University of Colorado.

Laura Ragin [39]

Laura Ragin is the Assistant Vice Chancellor and Controller at the University of Colorado Boulder.

Tim Rawal [40]

Tim Rawal is a Senior Associate at CliftonLarsonAllen LLP.

Normandy Roden [41]

Normandy Roden is the Director of Finance & Procurement Business Services in the Office of University Controller.

Carolyn Rupp [42]

Carolyn Rupp is the Controller at the University of Colorado Colorado Springs.

Bryn Samuelson [43]

Bryn Samuelson is the Director of Business Operations for University Information Services at
the University of Colorado.

Nora Sandoval [44]

Nora Sandoval is the Associate Budget Director in the Office of the Vice President for Budget and Finance at the University of Colorado.

Chris Seek [45]

Chris Seek is the Web & Digital Design Manager at the University of Colorado, Office of University Controller.

Kevin Sisemore [46]

Kevin Sisemore is the Associate Vice President and Executive Director of Internal Audit at the University of Colorado.

Elizabeth Spencer [47]

Elizabeth Spencer is the Area Accountant Supervisor in the Campus Controller’s Office at the University of Colorado Boulder.

David Thomas [48]

David Thomas, PhD, is the Director of Academic Technology at the University of Colorado Denver.
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